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5 Abstract—The outbreak of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has swept across more than 180 countries and territories since late

6 January 2020. As a worldwide emergency response, governments have implemented various measures and policies, such as self-

7 quarantine, travel restrictions, work from home, and regional lockdown, to control the spread of the epidemic. These countermeasures

8 seek to restrict human mobility because COVID-19 is a highly contagious disease that is spread by human-to-human transmission.

9 Medical experts and policymakers have expressed the urgency to effectively evaluate the outcome of human restriction policies with

10 the aid of big data and information technology. Thus, based on big human mobility data and city POI data, an interactive visual analytics

11 system called Epidemic Mobility (EpiMob) was designed in this study. The system interactively simulates the changes in human

12 mobility and infection status in response to the implementation of a certain restriction policy or a combination of policies (e.g., regional

13 lockdown, telecommuting, screening). Users can conveniently designate the spatial and temporal ranges for different mobility

14 restriction policies. Then, the results reflecting the infection situation under different policies are dynamically displayed and can be

15 flexibly compared and analyzed in depth. Multiple case studies consisting of interviews with domain experts were conducted in the

16 largest metropolitan area of Japan (i.e., Greater Tokyo Area) to demonstrate that the system can provide insight into the effects of

17 different human mobility restriction policies for epidemic control, through measurements and comparisons.

18 Index Terms—Human mobility simulation, epidemic control, visual analytics, interactive system, big trajectory data

Ç

19 1 INTRODUCTION

20 CORONAVIRUS disease (COVID-19) has been spreading in
21 more than 180 countries and territories since late Janu-
22 ary 2020 and has caused significant damage to public health
23 services as well as to the worldwide economy. In response
24 to the COVID-19 emergency, governments have imple-
25 mented various measures and policies to restrict human
26 mobility, such as self-quarantine, travel restrictions, work-
27 ing from home, and regional lockdown to contain the rapid
28 spread of the pandemic [1]. To formulate rational and scien-
29 tific measures, exploring the effectiveness of these mobility
30 intervention policies has become a significant and urgent
31 issue. Intense research efforts have been expended in this
32 regard. For example, from the modeling perspective, the
33 potential effect of implementing a series of travel restriction
34 policies in China [2] and Italy [3] has been estimated.
35 Analysts and decision-makers, however, often face a
36 large state space of policies during decision-making (i.e.,

37when and where for what policy). To simplify the policy
38search process and achieve effective and efficient decision-
39making outcomes, some efforts centered on interactive sim-
40ulation and analysis of interventions have been proposed
41[4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Most of these efforts merely offered the
42opportunity to manipulate the simulation at county and
43higher spatial scales, simplifying citywide prevention and
44control scenarios (i.e., treating the city as a minimum imple-
45mentation unit). As the epidemic normalizes, citywide fine-
46grained epidemic control and prevention could be a more
47appropriate route for restraining the spread of the infection
48while maintaining normal livelihoods [9]. A highly versatile
49simulator that can easily and rapidly simulate and analyze
50various intracity mobility control strategies would be signif-
51icant, e.g., supporting high-risk areas’ identification and
52lockdown. To this end, together with domain experts, we
53designed a visual analytics system for citywide epidemic
54control scenarios, named EpiMob (Epidemic Mobility),
55capable of interactive simulation and analysis of different
56mobility policies, to provide decision support to city manag-
57ers and medical experts. Developing such a system con-
58fronts challenges from three aspects.
59A. Uniqueness and Complexity of the Citywide Governance.
60Compared to the higher spatial scales (i.e., county to global),
61the citywide decision-making scenario involves local con-
62trol policies and requires complex intracity features to be
63considered, such as regional exposure and diffusion risks.
64Customized visualization views and interaction logic are
65required to efficiently perceive critical information and set
66policies. Existing simulators were not designed for such a
67decision environment (Section 2.2), posing new require-
68ments and challenges to our visualization design.
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69 B. Spatiotemporal Heterogeneity of Modeling Environment.
70 Intracity environment features, such as regional functions
71 and population fluxes change over time and space, which
72 are essential for citywide fine-grained propagation model-
73 ing. However, existing models that consider these are too
74 complex for interactive scenarios [10], [11], [12]. Experts
75 desire to obtain numerous simulation insights as quickly as
76 possible. Thus, a model balancing complexity with compu-
77 tational efficiency is required, presenting challenges to our
78 model design.
79 C. Diversity and Complexity of Simulation Conditions. The
80 types, intensities, and spatiotemporal scope of restriction
81 policies are diverse. Decision makers may perform multiple
82 types of policies simultaneously. Moreover, given a policy,
83 individual response behavior varies significantly from per-
84 son to person. The existing work accommodates these sce-
85 narios through direct and sophisticated parameter settings
86 (Section 2.2). However, to devise a highly versatile simula-
87 tor that is easy to use while supporting wide control poli-
88 cies, the user experience needs to be balanced against
89 parametric complexity, which poses challenges to our sys-
90 tem design.
91 For Challenge A, we integrate some recent visualization
92 methods/views with an easy-to-use interactive logic to pro-
93 mote the exploration, setting, evaluation, and analytics of
94 citywide movement restriction strategies. Fig. 1 shows the
95 main user interface of our system. It enables users to specify
96 three widely used mobility restriction policies: screening,
97 telecommuting, and regional lockdown. Users can conve-
98 niently explore and designate spatiotemporal ranges for dif-
99 ferent mobility restriction policies (e.g., starting a

100 telecommuting policy for the entire central business district
101 of Tokyo from March 1, 2020) with the help of informative

102spatial views and easy-to-use interaction logic (Fig. 1 A).
103The results of simulating the infection situation are dynami-
104cally displayed on the display panel (Fig. 1 B), and the user
105can further perform comparative analysis (Fig. 1 C) and in-
106depth exploration (Fig. 1 D). A novel trajectory-based epi-
107demic model was proposed for Challenge B. The model is
108driven by human trajectories and point of interest (POI)
109data to capture the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of the city-
110wide modeling environment. It can dynamically and contin-
111uously perform grid-level fine-grained simulations at a
112fixed time frequency (e.g., every 5 min), achieving a balance
113between model complexity and computational efficiency.
114For Challenge C, a novel simulation mechanism was devised,
115following the design principle of “high cohesion and low
116coupling.” When executing a mobility restriction policy, the
117simulation process is divided into two stages: generating
118restricted mobility first and then performing the epidemic
119simulation. Such a mechanism resorts to mobility changes
120to reflect the effects of restriction policies rather than impos-
121ing them directly on the model settings, enhancing the
122usability and extensibility of our system. In this work, a
123“trajectory replacement” restriction generation strategy was
124proposed to produce the restricted mobility, simplifying the
125sophisticated parameter settings of the policies.
126By performing multiple case studies of the largest metro-
127politan area in Japan (i.e., Greater Tokyo Area) and domain
128expert interviews, it is demonstrated that our system can
129provide illustrative insight into exploring and analyzing the
130effects of different human mobility restriction policies for
131epidemic control. To the best of our knowledge, EpiMob is
132the first interactive visual analytics system that can provide
133epidemic control policy simulation at fine-grained spatio-
134temporal granularity by utilizing citywide human mobility

Fig. 1. EpiMob–an interactive visual analytics system for simulating and evaluating the effects of human mobility restriction policies for epidemic con-
trol. In Panel A the user is enabled to specify the mobility restriction policies, including A1—“regional lockdown,” A2—“screening,” and A3—
“telecommuting.” To adapt to different diseases and different local environments, users can further set the essential epidemic parameters (A4, A5).
The results of the analysis on transmission and infection are displayed in the policy result overview panel B. By clicking the button in the bottom right
corner of a simulation result, the user can further perform an in-depth analysis of its spatial propagation feature (panel D). In addition, the user can
perform a comparative analysis of different policies by selecting them in panel B, and the results are displayed in panel C. Note: There is no content
consistency among B and C, the purpose was merely to express the operation logic of comparative analysis.
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135 data and city POI data. The major contributions of our study
136 are summarized as follows:

137 � A visual analytics solution integrating some recent
138 visualization methods with an easy-to-use interac-
139 tive logic is proposed, to help the end user interac-
140 tively explore, set, and analyze different mobility
141 restriction policies and corresponding quantitative
142 effects efficiently.
143 � A “trajectory replacement“ strategy is designed to
144 accommodate different settings on human mobility
145 restrictions. Based on this strategy, an online web
146 system was implemented with a well-modularized
147 architecture.
148 � A novel trajectory-based epidemic model was pro-
149 posed to simulate the fine-grained spreading of an
150 epidemic based on real-world human trajectory data
151 and city POI data.
152 � The proposed system was evaluated by conducting
153 multiple case studies as well as interviews with
154 domain experts, demonstrating the superior perfor-
155 mance, functionality, and usability of our system.

156 2 RELATED WORK

157 2.1 Evaluation of Epidemic Control Measures

158 Evaluating the effectiveness of intervention measures for
159 epidemic control is a significant and extensively studied
160 issue. Many research efforts have been conducted, includ-
161 ing pharmaceutical interventions [10], [13], [14] (e.g., vacci-
162 nation), and nonpharmaceutical interventions [2], [3], [10],
163 [11], [15], [16], [17], [18] (e.g., social distance and mobility
164 restriction). Our study falls into the second category and
165 concentrates on mobility restrictions. Utilizing real-world
166 mobility data, researchers have analyzed the effectiveness
167 of mobility restriction policies at the city level [10], [11],
168 domestic level [2], [3], [16], [17], [18], and international level
169 [18]. The restriction types encompass regional travel restric-
170 tions, lockdowns, and quarantine. Most of these studies
171 evaluated the intervention after its implementation. For
172 future trend prediction, using the city-to-city in-out flow
173 data, a modified SEIR and AI prediction model was pro-
174 posed to predict the COVID-19 epidemic peaks and sizes
175 under various travel restrictions and social intervention pol-
176 icies [2]. Giordano et al. predicted the epidemic evolution in
177 Italy under different lockdown intensities [3]. The main dif-
178 ferences between these studies and ours are as follows: (i)
179 They specify policies through direct parameter settings, for
180 example, by manually adjusting migration rates to simulate
181 travel restriction policies [2]. This study focuses on interac-
182 tively setting and simulating policies, highlights when and
183 where for what policies. (ii) This work is geared towards
184 citywide epidemic control, which introduces a finer granu-
185 larity into policy implementation. In comparison, most of
186 the above works are designed with coarser granularity.

187 2.2 Epidemic Analytics and Visualization

188 The efforts for the epidemic visualization can be summarized
189 under three categories. (A) Disease Characteristics: visualizing
190 disease-related characteristics, such as virus structure [19],
191 region-based features [20], and transmission features [21],

192[22], [23]; (B) Human Responses Monitoring: visualizing the
193human response behavior amidst an epidemic, such asmobil-
194ity patterns [24], [25] and sentiment [26]; and (C)Visualization-
195assisted Simulation Tools: Efforts to assist decision-making by
196visually creating, simulating, and analyzing intervention sce-
197narios [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Our work belongs to the third cate-
198gory. Specifically, InfluSim [4] provided a purely numerical
199parameter configuration panel for intervention policy setting.
200GLEaMviz [5] supplied a GUI for the users to design dedi-
201cated compartmentalmodels for intervention strategies. Afzal
202et al. proposed a decision history view [6] to compare the
203effects of time-varying strategy combinations, and an exten-
204sion of [6] has been proposed for the modeling, simulation,
205and exploration of the spread of COVID-19 [7]. PandemCap
206[8] provided a series of statistical charts to present and com-
207pare the simulation results. The objective of our study is simi-
208lar to that of previous studies; however, ours is distinct in the
209following aspects: (i) None of the studies mentioned above
210focus on citywide fine-grained transmission control, instead
211of on higher spatial units [5], [6], [7] or a single area without
212considering the spatial structure [4], [8]. (ii) The above studies
213simulate different restriction scenarios by manually specify-
214ing the restriction-related model parameters [4], [6], [7], [8] or
215visually configuring new models [5]. Our work indirectly
216reflects policies through the interactive simulation of
217restricted mobility. Because real-world human mobility data
218characterizes the fine-grained mobility dynamics and human
219behaviors of cities [27], fewer parameter settings are needed
220in ourmodel.

2212.3 Citywide Mobility Simulation

222Mobility simulation at the citywide level has been a major
223challenge in the last decade. The Brinkhoff generator [28]
224was proposed to generate and simulate network-based tra-
225jectories given the road network of a city. MNTG [29]
226extended the Brinkhoff generator [28] to a web-based traffic
227generator. SUMO [30] can simulate human mobility in a
228large urban area. Multi-agent transport simulation (MAT-
229Sim) [31] is a state-of-the-art solution for citywide traffic
230simulations in the field of transportation engineering. In
231addition, data-driven mobility simulation/generation has
232been proposed for the large urban area [32], [33], [34].
233Although these studies can be applied to simulate citywide
234human mobility in normal or emergency situations, the sim-
235ulation or generation of citywide human mobility under dif-
236ferent restriction policies in an epidemic or pandemic
237situation has not yet been reported. To address this short-
238coming, here, a novel replacement-based mobility genera-
239tion strategy is proposed.

2403 BACKGROUND

241In this section, we first formulate our problem, then provide
242the task analysis, and finally describe the data source.

2433.1 Problem Formulation

244Large-scale and high-intensity mobility restrictions (e.g.,
245city lockdown) significantly impact people’s livelihoods
246and the economy. With the normalization of the epidemic,
247local and fine-grained outbreak control may be a more
248appropriate approach, necessitating the evaluation and
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249 analysis of the effects of different intracity mobility control
250 strategies. By conducting semi-structured interviews with
251 domain experts with a strong background in epidemiology,
252 it was identified that the current citywide simulation
253 method cannot efficiently do so, which can be summarized
254 under two main points: P1. Tedious modeling process. Experts
255 need to employ agent-based models and manually build the
256 constraints, which is very time consuming, inflexible, and
257 requires high resource consumption and expertise (e.g.,
258 defining human interaction behaviors); P2. Inefficient policy
259 search process: There are no unified platforms/simulators
260 designed to explore when-and-where-to-apply-what-policy
261 in a city. Current practices implement manual configuration
262 and extensive statistical analysis for specific policies, com-
263 bined with static charts/diagrams for visualization.
264 To this end, we collaborated with three domain experts
265 to pool expertise and build an insightful and user-friendly
266 simulator for decision support in citywide epidemic control
267 scenarios. The simulator is mainly driven by citywide trajec-
268 tory data, which profiles the detailed, diverse, and complex
269 features of the individual’s movement, that is, the time,
270 location, and even semantic information, and is relevant to
271 the spread and control of infectious diseases [27], [35]. EA is
272 an experienced infectious disease specialist who has
273 achieved several results in COVID-19 prevention and treat-
274 ment. EB is a proficient researcher in complex networks and
275 has conducted several studies on human mobility networks
276 and modeling infectious diseases, including collaboration
277 with public health researchers to provide suggestions for
278 countermeasures against the spread of infection. EC is an
279 expert focusing on interdisciplinary research on public
280 health and GIS, especially in spatial epidemiology. They all
281 have extensive experience in modeling infectious diseases
282 and have used their expertise to assist decision-making. All
283 three experts were consulted while designing the epidemic
284 simulation model. We also gathered the visual design
285 requirements from them and iteratively collected feedback
286 during the design process. Moreover, EB also acted as a con-
287 sultant by advising on the relationship between human
288 mobility and policy restrictions.

289 3.2 Workflow Construction

290 To clarify the working logic of the system, we held a prelim-
291 inary requirements gathering meeting and constructed a
292 four-stage workflow for efficient citywide policy-making.
293 Configuration. At this stage, the experts aim to configure
294 the disease transmission parameters, which is an indispens-
295 able requirement for any simulation task.
296 Exploration. At this stage, the experts aim to determine
297 when and where to deploy what policies (P2) with the help
298 of efficient and effective information views. Correspond-
299 ingly, an easy-to-use interaction logic enabling conveniently
300 simulation setting and launching is necessary.
301 Simulation. At this stage, with the model parameters and
302 policy, the simulation mechanism shall be well suited to
303 accept and execute complicated policies (P1).
304 Evaluation. Given the simulation results, the fundamental
305 demands of a simulator are to evaluate the results of a single
306 policy and compare the advantages and disadvantages of
307 different policies to find the best candidates.

3083.3 Task Analysis

309During the past year, we held a series of virtual meetings
310with the experts to discuss requirements and collect feed-
311back. The workflow was iteratively improved and the
312following requirements were derived:
313Configuration Stage (C).
314C1: Basic Parameter Setting of Propagation Model.As analyzed
315in Section 3.2, the disease parameter setting is an integral part
316of any simulation tool. For COVID-19, the experts required a
317panel to set the disease parameters, that is, recovery/death
318rate, incubation period, and in particular, the number of ade-
319quate exposures per unit time b (a healthy personwho has ade-
320quate exposure to an infectious person is expected to become
321infected). In terms of the first two parameters, the experts con-
322sidered that assigning values would be relatively easy because
323these parameters are relatively stable in a given area. However,
324for setting b, the experts commented: “the value of b should
325vary according to the spatiotemporal position, which is highly related
326to the functions of the regions. Compared to that at higher spatial
327granularities, it posed new challenges.”For instance, compared
328with a forest park, people are more likely to be exposed to
329others in an entertainment center, which would give rise to a
330higher b value. Thus, to build a reasonable fine-grained epi-
331demic model, the system shall assign a varying spatiotemporal
332b value for each region according to its function. It is clearly
333impractical for users to manually set varying b for each spatio-
334temporal unit. Hence, by discussing with experts, it was pro-
335posed that b be inferred from the regional POI information
336because it adequately reflects the function of the region. How-
337ever, treating all POI types equally in one region is illogical, the
338risk differences among them shall be considered. Both our
339team and the experts think this is an important topic, but it is
340beyond the scope of this study. Thus, we determined to supply
341a risk adjustment panel allowing users to set the risk of differ-
342ent types of POI.
343Exploration Stage (E).
344E1: A Set of Spatial Views Assists Policy Exploration. To
345solve P2, a special brainstorming session was held to collect
346reference information on developing regional mobility con-
347trol policies, which are summarized as follows: (i) infection
348hotspots. An infection hotspot means that many people are
349infected in the area relative to other areas. The ability to effi-
350ciently locate these areas is beneficial for epidemic control.
351To map the citywide infection hotspots, the user must first
352acquire the infection locations. However, determining the
353accurate locations of real infected individuals during an
354outbreak is difficult. Thus, running the simulation to trace
355and collect infection locations becomes a common strategy.
356The experts’ current solution for infection hotspot visualiza-
357tion included the heatmap and scatter map, which are sim-
358ple plots without informative interactive design and lacking
359in-depth exploration. The experts requested us to design a
360hotspot view that integrates the interaction function and
361allows for in-depth analysis. (ii) workplaces visited with high-
362frequency. Many workplaces have emerged as clusters of
363infection during COVID-19. Identifying workplaces with
364high-frequency visitation is important in deciding where to
365enforce remote working. The approach of the experts in rep-
366resenting workplace distribution was limited to the choro-
367pleth map at the municipality level. For finer granularity,
368data-driven workplace estimation is necessary while they
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369 do not have related background. Therefore, they wanted us
370 to provide a view displaying the spatial density distribution
371 of people’s workplaces. (iii) screening point exploration. The
372 government often set up screening points in certain areas
373 during COVID-19. In practice, the experts identified these
374 areas by plotting a scatter plot of the POI distributions.
375 Then the locations where certain types of POIs are denser
376 were selected. Specifically, these POIs are either at high risk
377 of exposure, such as entertainment places (e.g., bars, kar-
378 aokes) and restaurants, or have high human traffic such as
379 stations, shopping malls, and public spaces (e.g., parks,
380 zoos, and attractions). The experts suggested integrating
381 this reference information into the system.
382 E2: Intuitive Spatiotemporal Policy Setting. A specific restric-
383 tion policy must have concrete spatiotemporal information
384 (i.e., the implementation period and regions). The three
385 view requirements in E1 correspond to three policy types:
386 regional lockdown, telecommuting, and screening point
387 deployment. When the user determines the target region in
388 which to launch a policy, conveying the intent to the system
389 becomes important and necessary. For lockdown, experts
390 want to lock down the area of interest directly on a map; for
391 telecommuting, it is more practical for the government to
392 apply it to administrative districts, which are easier to han-
393 dle. Moreover, working remotely is not practicable for all
394 occupations. Experts wish to take these into consideration;
395 and for screening, experts want to mark the screening points
396 directly on the map. Besides, specifying the execution period
397 is necessary for all policies.
398 Simulation Stage (S).
399 S1: Simulation Model Supporting Dynamic Parameter
400 Change. As discussed in C1, our system should allow users
401 to assign a dynamic b value over regions using POI infor-
402 mation. Hence, the epidemic model should accept the POI
403 and the corresponding risk information as inputs.
404 S2: An Extensible and Mixable Simulation Mechanism. (i)
405 Supporting both single and compound policies, because “the
406 real scenario may be quite complicated, and the government
407 employs many strategies in parallel.”(ii) Extensible. It should
408 enable other developers to contribute their newly designed
409 strategies easily, instead of being limited to using a few spe-
410 cific policy types. (iii) Efficiency. Experts reinforced the defi-
411 ciencies of the existing models: the agent-based model is
412 slow and complex, and the meta-population model is coarse.
413 For interactive citywide simulation, a balance between
414 model complexity and speed needs to be achieved.
415 Evaluation Stage (L).
416 L1: Display of Single Control Policy Result. (i) Basic require-
417 ments: plotting the infection curve is a basic operation to
418 present the results. Meanwhile, because contagion simula-
419 tions generally have randomness, confidence intervals (CI)
420 should be considered. (ii) Distinguishability: There may be
421 sets of simulations with only slight setting differences (e.g.,
422 two lockdown policies intersect to a large extent at the tar-
423 get regions). (iii) In-depth analysis of results: “What are the
424 secondary effects of implementing the policy? e.g., the new infec-
425 tion hotspots.” The infection hotspot view can be equipped
426 to directly perceive the transition of hotspots. “What roles do
427 the regions perform in the spread? Are there any striking patterns
428 of transmission?“, a network view is required to observe and
429 explore the spatial propagation feature.

430L2: Comparative Analysis of Different Control Policies.To
431find the best policy, it is necessary to compare the effects of
432different control policies based on performance criteria. An
433interactive logic as convenient as “select, compare, and dis-
434play” is required.

4353.4 Data Description

436City POI Data. The Telepoint Pack DB of POI was collected
437in February 2011 provided by ZENRIN DataCom Co., Ltd
438[36]. In the original database, each record is a registered
439landline telephone number with its coordinates (latitude
440and longitude) and industry category information included.
441We treated each each “telepoint” as a specific POI. All POIs
442were classified into 39 categories. The total number of POIs
443in the Greater Tokyo Area was 1,418,563.
444Human Mobility Data. In this work, the human mobility
445data provided by “Konzatsu-Tokei (R)” was utilized for
446epidemic simulation. “Konzatsu-Tokei (R)” Data refers to
447people flows data collected by individual location data
448sent from mobile phone under users’ consent, through
449Applications (※) provided by NTT DOCOMO, INC.
450Those data is processed collectively and statistically in
451order to conceal the private information. Original location
452data is GPS data (latitude, longitude) sent in about every
453a minimum period of 5 minutes and does not include the
454information to specify individual. ※Some applications
455such as “docomo map navi” service (map navi � local
456guide). The age distribution of the dataset skews slightly
457towards younger users because the young prefer to use a
458mobile phone with a positioning function compared to
459users from other age groups (e.g., the elderly). The repre-
460sentativeness of our dataset was verified by previous
461work [37], in which the quality of the dataset was evalu-
462ated. The home location of each user in the dataset was
463identified, and the spatial distribution was compared
464with that of census data on a 1km *1km grid. The follow-
465ing linear correlation was found:

NGPS ¼ 0:0063048 �Ncensus þ 0:73551; R2 ¼ 0:79222 (1)

467467

468where NGPS is the estimated population size, Ncensus is the
469population size provided by the census data, and R2 is the
470coefficient of determination.
471In this work, the data in Japan over a three-year period
472(from August 1, 2010, to July 31, 2013) was employed. It con-
473tains approximately 30 billion GPS records from about 1.6
474million mobile phone users, covering around 1% of the real-
475world population. Furthermore, the Greater Tokyo Area
476(including Tokyo Metropolis and the prefectures of Kana-
477gawa, Chiba, and Saitama) was selected as the target area
478for research. The user is picked to the experimental data if
47980% of its trajectory points are located in the target area. As
480a result, 145,507 user trajectories were obtained.

4814 MODEL

482In this section, some basic concepts are initially introduced,
483followed by the simulation mechanism, and finally, the epi-
484demic model.
485Human Trajectory. The human trajectory collected for an
486individual essentially comprises a 3-tuple sequence:
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487 (timestamp, latitude, longitude), which can indicate a per-
488 son’s location according to a captured timestamp. It can be
489 further denoted as a sequence of (t, l)-pairs to which the
490 user ID uid is attached by simplifying timestamp as t and
491 (latitude, longitude) as l.

traj ¼ fuid; ðt1; l1Þ; ðt2; l2Þ; :::; ðtn; lnÞg (2)493493

494

495 Citywide Human Mobility. Citywide human mobility G
496 refers to a large group of user trajectories in a given urban
497 area. Given a user ID uid, the personal trajectory Guid is
498 retrieved from G as fðt1; l1Þ; ðt2; l2Þ; :::; ðtn; lnÞg.
499 Grid-Mapped Interpolated Human Trajectory. Raw human
500 trajectory data are not usually sampled at a constant rate.
501 After applying the typical preprocessing method proposed
502 in [38], [39], the interpolated human trajectory is obtained
503 with a constant sampling rate Dt as follows:

Guid ¼ fðt1; l1Þ; :::; ðtn; lnÞg; 8i 2 1; n½ Þ; jtiþ1 � tij ¼ Dt (3)
505505

506 where Dt was set to five minutes in our study. Furthermore,
507 the interpolated human trajectory is mapped onto the mesh
508 grid as follows:

Guid ¼ fðt1; g1Þ; :::; ðtn; gnÞg; 8i 2 1; n½ �; li 2 gi (4)
510510

511 A third-party geospatial coding library H3 [40] was utilized
512 to complete the grid mapping. H3 divides the earth into
513 seamless spliced hexagons with different spatial resolu-
514 tions. The selected resolution was level 8 (grid size is
515 approximately 0.737km2), which is considered an appropri-
516 ate size to balance granularity and speed.
517 Trajectory-Based Epidemic Simulation. An epidemic can be
518 simulated using the trajectory-based epidemic model FEPI

519 as follows:

Esim ¼ FEPIðG ; QÞ (5)
521521

522 where G is the given citywide human mobility; Q refers to
523 the parameters of the infectious disease; and Esim denotes
524 the simulation result. Every time a set of ðG;QÞ is input into
525 the epidemic model, the epidemic simulation runs anew.
526 Mobility Restriction Policy. This study focuses on evaluat-
527 ing the effects of the following restriction policies:

528 � Screening refers to setting up an infection screening
529 point at a specific location, such as the roadside or a
530 station, to screen whether a person is infectious.
531 � Telecommuting is a corporate policy that allows
532 employees to work from home instead of commuting
533 to the office.
534 � Regional Lockdown is a government policy that imple-
535 ments mandatory geographic quarantine to all citi-
536 zens living in a specific region (city or ward).

537 4.1 Two-stage Epidemic Simulation

538 To satisfy requirement S2, a two-stage simulation mecha-
539 nism was devised:
540 Stage 1-Restricted Mobility Generation. Given a mobility
541 restriction policy or a combination of several policies F,
542 citywide human mobility forcibly changes owing to the
543 given F. In this study, a mobility replacement model
544 denoted as FMOB was utilized to generate the restricted

545human mobility G0 w.r.t F as follows:

G0 ¼ FMOBðG ; FÞ (6)
547547

548Stage 2-Epidemic Simulation with Restricted Mobility. Given
549the restricted citywide human mobility G0 w.r.t F and dis-
550ease transmission parametersQ0, simulation of the epidemic
551for the restriction policy settings E0

sim can be implemented
552as follows:

E0
sim ¼ FEPIðG0 ; Q0Þ (7)

554554

555This reflects the extensibility of the simulation mechanism.
556Developers can design new restriction strategies at Stage 1
557and use other epidemic models at Stage 2.

5584.2 Trajectory-Based Epidemic Model

559Fundamental compartmental models in epidemiology have
560been widely applied to predict infectious diseases transmit-
561ted from humans to humans, such as measles, mumps, and
562rubella. To simulate the contagion process at the grid level,
563the conventional SEIR model [41] was extended to a grid-
564based model. Given the grid-mapped interpolated human
565trajectory of one city and a set of disease parameters, the
566new model can dynamically and continuously perform
567fine-grained simulations at a fixed frequency at the grid
568level.

5694.2.1 Extended SEIR model

570The extended conventional SEIR model is as follows:

dSg; t

dt
¼ �bg; t

Sg; tIg; t
Ng; t

dEg; t

dt
¼ bg; t

Sg; tIg; t
Ng; t

� sEg; t

dIg; t
dt

¼ sEg; t � gIg; t

dRg; t

dt
¼ gIg; t

Ng; t ¼ Sg; t þ Eg; t þ Ig; t þRg; t (8)
572572

573where Sg; t, Eg; t, Ig; t, and Rg; t are the numbers of susceptible,
574exposed, infected, and recovered users at grid g at time slot
575t. Ng; t denotes the total number of people located in grid g
576at time slot t. s and g are the incubation rate and recovery/
577death rate, respectively. bg; t is the number of adequate
578exposures per unit time at grid g at time slot t, designed to
579support the dynamic b setting (S1) consisting of the base
580(bbase) and varying parts (D g; t), as shown in Equation 9; bbase

581is the basis of the change in dynamic b; D g; t indicates the
582variation in bbase at grid g at time slot t when considering
583the POI risk information.

bg; t ¼ bbase þ D g; t (9)
585585

586Because there are numerous types of POI scattered in a grid,
587and over a time interval t, some are open for business, and
588some are closed. The idea is to request experts to assign a risk
589value to each POI based on their experience. Then, the cumula-
590tive risk value of all open POIs at grid g at time slot t is D g; t.
591However, the cumulative risk value and b values are not of the
592same order of magnitude. Thus, a scale adjustment factor k is
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593 introduced to balance two orders of magnitude. Equation 10
594 formulates this idea:

D g; t ¼ k�Rg; t ¼ k�
Xn

i¼1

pg; t; i � ri (10)

596596

597 Rg; t denotes the cumulative risk value; pg; t; i indicates the
598 number of open POIs belonging to category i; and ri
599 denotes the risk value of each POI for that category. Our
600 model requires users to specify ri and k to obtain D g; t.
601 Compared to obtaining bbase, it is relatively easy to esti-
602 mate a spatiotemporal invariant bglobal, on which the
603 researchers have put in considerable effort [42], [43].
604 Assume that the following relationship exists between bbase

605 and bglobal:

bglobal ¼ bg; t ¼ bbase þ D g; t (11)
607607

608 bg; t and D g; t are the average values of bg; t and D g; t, respec-
609 tively. Thus, to obtain bbase, our model requires users to
610 specify bglobal.

611 4.2.2 Simulation Process

612 An iterative simulation process called “contagion + move-
613 ment” is proposed (Fig. 2). In the contagion stage, it is
614 assumed that each person has a certain probability of being
615 infected by others inside the same grid at the same time
616 slot. In the movement stage, the user movements update the
617 user lists of grids and introduce the disease to other grids.
618 By iterating the process over the target time range, each
619 user’s state change is traced and the infection events are col-
620 lected as simulation results. During the simulation, once a
621 user’s health state changes from susceptible to exposed, the
622 corresponding infection time and location are recorded as
623 an infection event. To start the iterative simulation process,
624 I0 initially infected individuals was selected by random
625 sampling, and hence, their user state was updated to
626 “infected.” By default, I0 was set to 10 in this study.
627 Unlike the classical SEIR model, the proposedmodel exhib-
628 its randomness. Given ðG;QÞ, the simulation result Esim is
629 unstable with respect to the total number of infection events
630 and their occurrence times and locations. Therefore, multiple
631 simulations are necessary. The number of repetitionsmwas set

632to 100 in this study. In addition, parallel computing was
633applied for the repetition simulations to ensure computational
634efficiency. Formore details on themodel, please see the supple-
635mentary materials, which can be found on the Computer Soci-
636ety Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
63710.1109/TVCG.2022.3165385. Besides, the source code is avail-
638able here (https://github.com/SUSTC-ChuangYANG/
639Trajectory-based-SEIR-model).

6404.3 Replacement-Based Restricted Mobility Model

641When a user is affected by a mobility restriction policy, the
642mobility behavior is influenced accordingly. For example, a
643user frequents a shopping mall every weekend. The mall is
644locked on a particular day, and the user’s future trajectory
645will not cover it. The affected trajectory is replaced by an
646unaffected trajectory, which is referred to as the trajectory
647replacement strategy. Here, the replacement methodology
648is elaborated for each restriction policy.
649Telecommuting. To implement telecommuting, first mobile
650phone users’ homes and workplaces are extracted from the
651raw trajectory. After that, the administrative districts of the
652workplaces are identified to support the policy at the admin-
653istrative district level. Given a group of telecommuting dis-
654tricts and a corresponding time range, users whose
655workplaces are in the target districts are initially determined.
656Then, each affected user’s status in the time range is deter-
657mined on a day-by-day basis, that is, whether they go to
658work. For the days on which a user goes to work, the trajec-
659tory of that day is replacedwith the home address (i.e., make
660a stay at home and work remotely). For the days on which
661the user does not go to work, no changes aremade.
662Regional Lockdown. Given a group of lockdown regions
663and time ranges, the regions are first mapped to a set of
664mesh grids covering them. Then, the affected users are
665divided into two categories. For users who stayed in the
666restricted area at the beginning of the lockdown period,
667their location remains unchanged throughout this period.
668For users who visited the restricted area during the lock-
669down, the affected trajectories are replaced with the unaf-
670fected trajectories. Specifically, a historical trajectory
671database is built for the users. For the affected day, the
672user’s one-day trajectory that did not cross the restricted
673area is randomly selected from the historical database as the
674replacement.
675Screening. In our system, users are allowed to set temper-
676ature screening points at the grid level. Contrary to the
677other two mobility restriction policies, the selected grids are
678screened during the epidemic simulation stage. Specifically,
679given a set of screening points and time ranges, all people
680in the grid are detected at each timestamp. If a person is
681healthy or in an incubation/latent period, it is assumed that
682the probability of an abnormal temperature is 0. If a person
683is infected, the probability of abnormal temperature is
68487.9%, which is set according to the latest research on
685COVID-19[44]. Once an infected person is detected, he/she
686is quarantined (i.e., subsequent trajectories are discontin-
687ued) to prevent infecting others. Without loss of generality,
688EpiMob can also support other screening types (e.g., the
689nucleic acid test to detect latent patients).

Fig. 2. Illustration of the simulation process. The contagion stage simu-
lates the spread of the disease at each grid at time slot T and updates
the user state. From T to T þ 1, the movement stage updates the user
list of each grid in response to user movements. The color of the human-
oid marker indicates the user state: red for infected, and black for sus-
ceptible. The hexagon is simplified to a cell for drawing.
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690 5 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

691 EpiMob is a web application with a separate frontend and
692 backend architecture. The frontend is implemented by
693 React.js (for building user interfaces) and DECK.GL (for
694 visual analysis of large-scale spatial data). The backend is
695 designed as a Restful API implemented in Python. A set of
696 integrated modules are utilized to construct the EpiMob
697 system, as depicted in Fig. 3. The data preprocessing module
698 builds the data foundation of EpiMob. It performs data
699 cleansing, interpolation, and indexing for raw citywide
700 human mobility data and POI data and then stores them in
701 LevelDB. The interactive module consists of an epidemic
702 parameter setting view and three interactive policy setting
703 views to help users specify the epidemic parameters and
704 control policies. The query processing module receives policy
705 settings from the interactive module. It first extracts the peo-
706 ple affected by the given policy and then generates a substi-
707 tution trajectory for each affected person. Given the
708 restricted mobility dataset and epidemic parameters, the
709 simulation module simulates the spread of the epidemic. The
710 evaluation module acquires, displays, and analyzes the results
711 of the simulation.

712 6 VISUAL DESIGN

713 To address the requirements identified in Section 3.3, for
714 each view, we went through multiple iterations develop-
715 ment and iteratively gathered feedback from experts, cover-
716 ing the visualization alternatives and interactive logic
717 design. Finally, the visualization module is divided into
718 three progressive submodules, corresponding to a complete
719 manipulation cycle in EpiMob: the epidemic parameters of
720 the disease are set first (C1), after which the control policies

721(E1, E2) are interactively set, and the results are displayed
722and analyzed (L1, L2).

7236.1 Epidemic Parameter Setting View

724This view is designed to assist users to flexibly specify epi-
725demic parameters (C1). As shown in Fig. 1 A4, there is a
726parameter settings panel provided for this purpose. The s

727and g are relatively simple to decide; there are two input
728boxes which enable users to enter their value directly. In
729terms of the dynamic b, the epidemic model (Section 4.2) is
730designed with an input box to allow the user to set the value
731of bglobal. The POI risk adjustment panel (Fig. 1 A5) is for set-
732ting the risk value of each type of POI (ri) and the scale
733adjustment factor k. To make the risk setting both conve-
734nient and reasonable, three POI categories highly relevant
735to epidemic simulation are retained: entertainment place–
736high possibility for close contact, restaurant–masks removed
737when eating, and supermarket and shopping malls –big, con-
738fined spaces after discussions with the experts. Selection of
739simulation periods is also supported. The user has the flexi-
740bility to choose the time range of the data they wish to
741include in the simulation, which helps experts explore the
742impact of periodic changes in human behavior on epidemic
743control.

7446.2 Spatiotemporal Restriction Setting View

745In this section, three interactive views of the restriction set-
746tings are introduced for E1 and E2. The view of each setting
747includes a spatial view displayed on a map (E1) and a set-
748ting panel (E2). The switches located in the upper-right cor-
749ner of each panel (Figs. 1 A1, A2, and A3) set the visibility
750of corresponding spatial views, thus users can obtain suffi-
751cient and effective prior knowledge.

7526.2.1 Regional Lockdown View

753To help users formulate appropriate lockdown policies, we
754devised the regional lockdown view, which consists of a
755map view showing the regional infection severity (Fig. 4)
756and a setting panel (Fig. 1 A1) allowing the corresponding
757parameters to be specified. Here, a definition of regional

Fig. 3. System Architecture of EpiMob comprises three parts: data stor-
age, backend, and frontend. Data storage preprocesses and indexes
the data in the database. Frontend helps users specify the epidemic
parameters and control policies (the interactive module) and evaluates
the visualization of the simulation results (the evaluation module). The
backend interprets the control policies, generates a restricted trajectory
dataset (the query-processing module), and simulates the spreading of
the epidemic (the simulation module).

Fig. 4. (A) shows the regional infection severity of the Greater Tokyo
Area under no policy intervention at different spatial scales. Each marker
indicates a cluster of infection events on that spatial scale. When the
mouse hovers on a marker, the polygon that emerges denotes the spa-
tial coverage range, and the number expresses infection severity. The
color range from green to red reflects the infection severity from low to
high. (B) By clicking the marker, hourly distribution of infection events
are displayed. (C) shows two visualization alternatives: scatter plot (C1)
and heatmap (C2).
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758 infection severity is provided—Given a region R and a simu-
759 lation result Esim, the infection severity of R indicates the
760 accumulated number of infection events that occurred. The
761 regional infection severity was defined as a reference indica-
762 tor to determine the hotspots. To visualize the regional
763 infection severity, specifying the simulation result Esim is
764 required. A select box is placed—“Bind with” in the setting
765 panel (Fig. 1 A1), where all existing simulation results are
766 listed to allow users to choose. When using the regional
767 lockdown view for the first time, it is recommended to per-
768 form a no policy simulation and then bind it to explore the
769 infection hotspots under no intervention.
770 The regional infection severity view, derived from the
771 marker cluster [45] view, helps visualize the regional infec-
772 tion severity at a multispatial scale (Fig. 4 A). Markers repre-
773 sent spatial clusters of infection events at that spatial scale.
774 As the mouse hovers on it, the spatial coverage is displayed
775 on the map (A1). The number indicates the infection sever-
776 ity of the region covered. The greater the number, the more
777 severe the infection is. In addition, the number is mapped to
778 the marker’s color to convey the severity (from green to
779 orange to red). The spatial scale switches when performing
780 zoom in/out, and the markers cluster together/spread out
781 (A1, A2). Thus, users can observe infection hotspots at dif-
782 ferent spatial scales to formulate different policies. The scat-
783 ter plot (C1) was discarded for this task because users could
784 not recognize the hotspots within it. With the assistance of
785 prior knowledge supplied by this view, the users can use
786 the mouse to select the regions (i.e., polygons) they want to
787 place under lockdown. For each selected region, EpiMob
788 generates a configuration row in the setting panel for users
789 to specify the start date and duration of the lockdown.
790 The elements of infection hotspots are infection events.
791 The markercluster view is more suitable for presenting
792 events than a heatmap. In addition to location information,
793 events have other properties, such as the time of occurrence.
794 The marker cluster makes it easy to aggregate and analyze
795 events at multiple spatial scales by merely correlating the
796 analysis with the marker’s eventlistener (e.g., mouse click).
797 In our system, the experts indicated that it is useful to ana-
798 lyze the temporal distribution of the infection events in a
799 cluster to identify periods of high infection severity. Thus, a
800 mouse click event was added to the marker. When the
801 mouse is clicked, the hourly distribution of infection events
802 is displayed in the form of a histogram (Fig. 4 B). However,
803 for the heatmap (Fig. 4 C2), in-depth interaction analysis is
804 not easy to integrate, even though it is also capable of find-
805 ing the hotspots.

8066.2.2 Telecommuting View

807To help determine remote work policies, a telecommuting
808view was designed, including a spatial view to identify
809workplaces that are frequented more regularly, along with a
810setting panel to finish the configuration of the concrete pol-
811icy. Fig. 5 C shows the spatial view that displays all users’
812workplaces with a heatmap. The darker the color (i.e., red in
813this case), the more people work there. Because workplaces
814tend to have a high degree of overlap, for example, many
815people working in a single building, a heatmap was selected
816to depict the distribution of workplaces. Compared to scatter
817plots (Fig. 5 A&B), the heatmap depicts the spatial accumula-
818tion of points more effectively. Moreover, when the mouse
819hovers over the heatmap, the name of the administrative dis-
820trict of the area is displayed.With this information, users can
821obtain the names of the regions to implement telecommut-
822ing. Fig. 1 A3 shows the panel for setting the telecommuting
823view. Users can set a series of regions to execute telecommut-
824ing here. This panel enables the “reduction rate” of regions to
825be specified, i.e., the percentage of people working from
826home in the target region, to control the intensity of execu-
827tion. For example, “Region Toshima Reduction 70%” means
828that 70% of people working in Toshima are working from
829home. Moreover, according to regional conditions, the
830strength of the policy execution can also be quantified by set-
831ting the start date and duration.

8326.2.3 Screening View

833A superimposable scatter plot is integrated to display POI
834information (Fig. 6). Users can select one or several types of
835POIs simultaneously to explore potential screening points.
836To achieve E2-iii, the user is allowed to set up while explor-
837ing. When the user finds a target region, they can draw
838selection areas directly on the map or drag markers to the
839locations of interest, as shown in the screening control panel
840(Fig. 1 A2). After successfully adding a screening point, a
841mark is generated on the selected grid, indicating that
842screening will be performed. The time range for policy
843implementation can also be set. In the subsequent simula-
844tion, all people passing the screening points during the
845implementation of the policy are screened.

Fig. 5. Workplace heatmap of the Greater Tokyo Area (C). The color
range from yellow to red indicates the increasing number of people work-
ing there. The name of the corresponding administrative district is dis-
played when the mouse hovers over a region. A and B are design
alternatives expressed with scatter plots in different point transparencies.

Fig. 6. Case of the screening points setting. The user selects the loca-
tions with a denser distribution of entertainment places as screening
points, as indicated by the red markers. The yellow scatter plot shows
the spatial distribution of entertainment POIs. During policy implementa-
tion, all persons passing the marker-covering regions accept a tempera-
ture check. Users can simultaneously stack multiple types of POIs.
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846 6.3 Simulation Result View

847 This view was designed to assist users to intuitively observe
848 the simulation results and conduct a comparative analysis
849 (L1, L2), including two subviews: a single policy result view
850 (L1) and a comparative analysis view (L2). Furthermore, a
851 single policy result view consists of an Infection Curve (L1-
852 i) and a Spatial Propagation Feature View (L1-iii).
853 Infection Curve. The cumulative number of infections is
854 used as the evaluation indicator; plots of the confidence
855 intervals demonstrate the uncertainty, putting the naming
856 initiative in the hands of users to help distinguish different
857 policies (L1-ii); and adding clips to present details of the
858 policy setting. Fig. 7 A shows an instance of this view,
859 named “lockdown_tokyo_center_from_20120715,” referring to
860 imposing the lockdown policy in central Tokyo since July
861 15th. The blue curve represents the cumulative number of
862 infections, and the purple area represents the 95% CI. The
863 clips under the title represent the basic parameters and
864 restriction types of the policy. The button in the lower right
865 corner allows the user to explore the result in depth (Fig. 7
866 B) The checkbox in the upper-right corner of the view was
867 designed to enable a comparative analysis. The analysis can
868 be conducted by using the checkbox to first select the target
869 policies and then clicking the compare button (bottom right
870 corner of Fig. 1 B). The corresponding results are displayed
871 in the comparative analysis view, which combines multiple
872 curves for comparative analysis (Fig. 1 C). Similarly, the
873 user can customize the name of the analysis result, and the
874 evaluation indicator is the cumulative number of infections.
875 Spatial Propagation Feature View. This view (Fig. 7 B) was
876 designed to analyze the policies’ secondary effects from the
877 perspective of spatial propagation, and to understand the
878 roles and patterns of different regions, including a map com-
879 ponent (B1) to display the spatial transmission network, a filter
880 component (B2) to explore the significant cross-region propaga-
881 tion patterns, and a tracing panel (B3) to localize the local infec-
882 tion patterns of interest. To this end, the “initial infection
883 location, secondary propagation location“ pairs of infected
884 individuals were captured and treated as the subject of anal-
885 ysis. It is easy to find that the data conforms to origin and
886 destination (OD) data characteristics. A spatial line chart

887(Fig. 7 C1) was first employed to visualize all OD pairs to dis-
888play the spatial transmission network, but the clutter problem is
889severe. The transparency of the line (C2) was further
890reduced, but the problem remained. One possible solution is
891OD aggregation visualization, but the clutter still exists
892according to [46]. The final solution is presented in Fig. 7 B,
893which inherits from a third party library[47] designed for
894flow visualization. The bidirection of the edges encodes the
895direction of spatial diffusion. Both the width and color of the
896edges map the intensity of the transition. This library solves
897the clutter by stacking and highlighting the edges according
898to their transition intensity. It also supports scaling and clus-
899tering when the zoom level changes (B4). To trace the local
900infection patterns of interest, all infections at the nodes were
901counted and categorized by infection type: input propagation–
902the infection source comes from outside the area, and inter-
903nal/local propagation–the infection source comes from within
904the area. The local infection pattern is encoded as the respec-
905tive proportion of the two infection types in the total infec-
906tion (blue and red bar) to facilitate exploration and
907comparison. Finally, the infection distribution bars are listed
908in the order of node infection count (B3). When the mouse
909hovers on the bar of interest, its in-out flow, and spatial cov-
910erage are highlighted on the map. In this case, the area with
911the highest input propagation ratio in the top 50 infection
912count nodes was highlighted and it was determined that the
913infection mainly originated in Higashi-Kanagawa (B5). To
914explore the significant cross-region propagation patterns, a filter
915panel is provided to identify the primary risk sources and
916output destinations of nodes (B2). The user is allowed to fil-
917ter based on the proportion of flow to the total input in the
918target node and on the proportion of flow to the total output
919in the source node. The flows of nodes that meet the criteria
920are highlighted (in yellow in this study).

9217 EVALUATION

922In this section, case studies and expert interviews are pre-
923sented to demonstrate the practicality and effectiveness of
924EpiMob. Here, descriptions of epidemic parameter settings
925and datasets are initially provided.

Fig. 7. The result view for imposing lockdown on the central area of Tokyo since July 15th. (A) Cumulative infection curve. The purple area around the
curve represents the 95% CI. As the mouse hovers, it triggers a hover box, displaying the infection details of a certain date. The clips indicate the
essential epidemic parameters and the type of policy implemented. (B) Spatial Propagation Feature View. B1 and B4 reveal the spatial transmission
network on different zoom levels. B2 allows the user to set criteria to highlight propagation patterns (flows) of interest. In this case, the flows occupied
over half of the source area’s total output are highlighted in yellow. B3 enables users to track local infection patterns of interest. Here, the region hav-
ing the highest input propagation is determined and displayed on the map (B5). (C) C1 and C2 are two spatial line chart alternatives for B1 with differ-
ent line opacity settings.
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926 � Through consultations with experts, the essential
927 parameters of COVID-19 were determined from [42]:
928 s ¼ 0:2, g ¼ 0:1. bglobal was set to 0.302 for a unit time
929 of one day, as estimated by the fitting method pro-
930 posed in [43].
931 � For POI-related settings, referring to the POI risk
932 analysis section of [11], considering the real situa-
933 tion in Japan, and discussing with experts, the
934 risk value of “Entertainment Place,” “Restaurant,”
935 “Supermarket and Shopping Mall” were set to
936 8,2,1 respectively, and the scale adjustment factor
937 k was set to 0.0003.
938 � The raw GPS trajectories of 30,000 mobile users col-
939 lected for a period of one month (July 1 to 31, 2012)
940 was pre-uploaded to EpiMob, randomly selected
941 from the dataset of the Greater Tokyo Area. The sim-
942 ulation time range was from July 1st to 31st, 2012.

943 7.1 Case Study

944 Before conducting the case studies, a training seminar (30
945 min) was arranged to introduce the interactive logic of Epi-
946 Mob. Subsequently, the experts worked together to evaluate
947 the system. This section presents the evaluation process in
948 several case studies, which can be summarized as follows:
949 (i) to launch a no policy simulation to analyze the potential
950 infection hotspots when COVID-19 spreads; (ii) to explore,
951 evaluate, and analyze the effects of each type of control
952 strategy and compound strategy, separately; and (iii) to per-
953 form in-depth analysis to explore the secondary effects after
954 the implementation of the policies. These procedures
955 enabled the experts to gain helpful insights into potential
956 epidemic prevention and control. Their discussion during
957 the process was recorded. Finally, informal interviews were
958 conducted for the feedback and suggestions of the experts.
959 Moreover, we additional invited seven public health
960 experts, mainly from disease control departments and uni-
961 versities, to evaluate the system’s usability using System
962 Usability Scale (SUS). The SUS score of EpiMob is 77.14.
963 Please see Supplementary Materials for more details, avail-
964 able online.

965 7.1.1 Epidemic Hotspots Exploration

966 One of the expertswished to explore the potential hotspots of
967 infection. He launched a basic no policy epidemic simulation
968 with our system and bound it with a regional lockdown
969 view. He discovered that most of the infections occurred in
970 the central part of Tokyo (Fig. 8), distributed in five infection
971 hotspots. All of the infection numbers in these areas were
972 over 1,000. This finding is reasonable because these regions
973 are well-known commercial, entertainment, and office areas
974 in Japan, with an extremely high number of close contacts. In
975 2020, the news reported clusters of infections in these places.
976 Furthermore, to explore the temporal patterns of infections
977 in these areas, he successively clicked the corresponding
978 markers to obtain the hourly infection distribution. He found
979 that Shinjuku had the highest number of infections during
980 the night (00:00–-06:00), and most of the infections in the
981 Eastern Chiyoda occurred during work hours (11:00-17:00).
982 This is because Shinjuku is known as Japan’s largest city that
983 never sleeps, and Eastern Chiyoda’s day/night population

984ratio is the highest of all municipalities in Japan. Moreover,
985in all these five areas part of the infections occurred at night-
986time, despite few people living in these places according to
987the census data. Thus, based on the situation explored, he
988concluded that the government could shorten the nighttime
989business hours in these areas, especially in Shinjuku, to pre-
990vent the infection cluster at night. The news confirmed his
991conclusion [48].

9927.1.2 Epidemic Simulation under Control Policies

993Regional Lockdown Policy [Fig. 9 A]. The experts ran a no pol-
994icy simulation and obtained the regional lockdown view of
995the Greater Tokyo Area. They found that the central part of
996Tokyo clearly had a higher infection severity than other
997areas, especially in “Shinjuku” and “Shinbashi&Ginza
998Area” (the number of infection events were around 5,000).
999Thus, they manually locked these two areas (A1-a) and
1000launched a series of simulations with different durations of
1001lockdown (from July 1st, 8th, 15th, 22rd until July 31st, sepa-
1002rately). They found that the cumulative number of infec-
1003tions was reduced compared with that of no policy
1004intervention (A1-b), and the effect diminished as the lock-
1005down time was postponed. Then, they expanded the lock-
1006down area to the central part of Tokyo (A2-a) and kept the
1007other settings unchanged. Compared to the previous
1008results, the spreading was further mitigated (A2-b). How-
1009ever, the gain in expanding the lockdown area becomes
1010lower as the start time delay, “displays the property of dimin-
1011ishing marginal returns.”Furthermore, by observing the trend
1012of the curves, they found that none of the partial lockdown
1013policies could cut down the spread of the disease. They
1014commented “Partial lockdown policies can just slow down the
1015outbreak because some infected people carried the disease to other
1016areas before,” which corroborates the newest research [49],
1017[50]. A preliminary in-depth analysis of the results also con-
1018firmed this. The spatial transition features with or without
1019the lockdown policy in the central Tokyo area are shown in
1020A3, where it can be observed that if the lockdown policy
1021were to be applied, Yokohama, which is the second largest
1022city next to Tokyo, would become the next “epicenter” of
1023the infection spread.

Fig. 8. Top five infection hotspots in Tokyo under no policy intervention.
The number of infection events in each of these hotspots exceeded
1,000, which was much higher than that of the surrounding areas. The
histogram shows the hourly distribution of the infection events, revealing
the infection time pattern in these areas.
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1024 Telecommuting Policy [Fig. 9 B]. The experts wanted to
1025 identify high-frequency workplaces for the purpose of
1026 imposing the telecommuting policy. Using the telecommut-
1027 ing view, they obtained a heatmap of the workplaces. They
1028 found that the central part of Tokyo is the most frequented
1029 workplace compared to other areas. Thus, they tried to
1030 implement a “strict” telecommuting policy (B1), which
1031 specifies the percentage of working from home people in
1032 this area as 90% from the first day of simulation (working
1033 remotely is not possible for all occupations). They found
1034 that such a “strict” policy has only a slight effect (B2). There-
1035 fore, keeping the other settings unchanged, they expanded
1036 the telecommuting area to Tokyo and the entire Greater
1037 Tokyo Area. However, these efforts were still not effective
1038 enough (B3). An infection hotspot view of the results
1039 answered their doubts (B4), where they observed a shift of
1040 the hotspots from the central Tokyo area (B4) to the residen-
1041 tial areas in Tokyo (B5). Based on the results, they con-
1042 cluded that: “The reason of the poor effect may be that the
1043 extreme telecommuting pushes more people to stay at home, but
1044 they are still free to move around on non-working days, thus lead-
1045 ing to the increased clustering of household cases.” The latest
1046 research [51] and news [52] corroborate the conclusions.

1047Screening Policy [Fig. 9 C]. The experts wanted to deter-
1048mine the appropriate screening points to impose the screen-
1049ing policy. They first opened the screening view and found
1050that the central part of Tokyo is the densest area of the POI
1051distribution compared with the surrounding areas. Thus,
1052they initially attempted to set up screening points over
1053there. They set up three groups of screening points at the
1054places with denser entertainment venues, stores (i.e., super-
1055markets and shopping malls), and public places, respec-
1056tively (C1-a, C2-a, C3-a). The spatial distribution of
1057restaurants covers almost the entire central Tokyo area
1058densely, and that of subway and bus stations is too sparse.
1059Thus, these were not chosen as references. Subsequently,
1060four simulations with different durations of screening were
1061conducted for each group of selected screening points, and
1062the results are displayed in C1-b, C2-b, and C3-b, separately.
1063They noticed that all three screening strategies worked bet-
1064ter than the previous lockdown and telecommuting results.
1065Furthermore, by comparing the three screening strategies,
1066they discovered that setting up temperature screening
1067points in the denser areas of public places was less effective
1068than those on entertainment venues or stores (C4). After
1069that, keeping the other settings unchanged, they stacked the

Fig. 9. Comparison of epidemic results under restriction policies: (A) different lockdown policies; (B) different telecommuting policies; (C) various
screening strategies; (D) compound policies.
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1070 points of entertainment venues and stores together, and
1071 selected all the denser areas of these two POI types as the
1072 screening points. C6 shows the corresponding results. How-
1073 ever, there was nearly no improvement because there were
1074 many overlaps between the denser areas of these two POI
1075 types. To further flatten the curve, they expanded the
1076 screening strategy to the entire Greater Tokyo Area (C5-a).
1077 They found that the curves flattened quickly, maintaining a
1078 slightly rising trend (C5-b), which provided the best group
1079 of results among all existing strategies (C6). According to
1080 the results, they concluded that:“In the Greater Tokyo Area,
1081 screening plus isolation is a very effective strategy, especially the
1082 large scale screening, because it cuts off the source of the
1083 infections.” The latest research [53], [54] confirms these
1084 observations.
1085 Compound Policy [Fig. 9D]. The experts finally tried to
1086 implement and analyze a combination of multiple policies.
1087 They locked down the Tokyo’s central part (abbreviated as
1088 “tc”) and set up screening points at the locations where the
1089 entertainment venues and stores (abbreviated as “es”) are
1090 denser in the areas surrounding Tokyo (D1). As a control
1091 group, they selected three of the existing simulation results
1092 to compare, including: lockdown tc; screening the es denser
1093 area of tc; setting up screening on the es denser area of the
1094 whole Greater Tokyo Area (abbreviated as ”gta”). Further-
1095 more, all above four policies were launched starting July
1096 8th. Because (i) it is not realistic to launch a restriction policy
1097 from the first day of spreading; the government requires
1098 time to respond. (ii) As observed in Fig. 9, for two control
1099 policies with the same restriction type and spatial setting,
1100 the effect of launching from the first day of simulation (July
1101 1st) and from one week later (July 8th) yielded similar
1102 results. D2 shows the final comparison result, temperature
1103 screening on the es denser area of whole gta is still the most
1104 effective. They discovered that relative to just screening on
1105 the es denser area of tc, D1 displayed almost no improve-
1106 ment, which highlights the importance of screening tc.

1107 7.1.3 Explore the Secondary Effects of Policies

1108 To understand the secondary impact of different policies,
1109 they conducted in-depth analysis of spatial propagation fea-
1110 tures under four different policies (Fig. 10). They also
1111 highlighted the significant flows that account for more than
1112 half of the total input propagation in a region to explore the
1113 major risk sources. They found that under no policy simula-
1114 tion (Fig. 10 A), the central part of Tokyo contributed signifi-
1115 cantly to the imported cases in the surrounding areas. More
1116 than half of the input propagation in many areas of the east
1117 came from the central part. This effect diminished after tele-
1118 commuting was implemented (Fig. 10 B). Moreover, by com-
1119 paring the local infection patterns of A and B, it is
1120 discovered that the extremes of the local propagation ratio
1121 have receded, and the areas with a high local propagation
1122 ratio (approximately 75%) have become increasingly. Fur-
1123 thermore, experts separately hovered on these significant
1124 bars of interest (i.e., over or around 75%) to locate the
1125 related regions. They found that the regions shifted from
1126 several core metropolitan areas (i.e., the central part of
1127 Tokyo, Chiba, and Yokohama) to the corresponding second-
1128 ary regions around them (e.g., Kawasaki, Funabashi, and

1129Kawaguchi), which further complements our conclusion
1130regarding the effect of telecommuting. The lockdown strategy
1131(Fig. 10 C) highlights the new “epicenter,” Yokohama, the
1132transportation hub to the south of the Greater Tokyo Area,
1133which could not be ignored if the Tokyo center were in lock-
1134down. In addition, by observing the significant flows, they
1135found that Yokohama contributed to more than half of the
1136imported infections in various surrounding regions. There-
1137fore, they suggested that the government should develop
1138policies to prevent export risks from Yokohama, especially
1139to the satellite cities surrounding it. As the most effective
1140strategy in the current simulation, they found that large-scale
1141screening and isolation in the Greater Tokyo Area (Fig. 10 D)
1142broke the transmission network and scattered the infection
1143cases to various locations: “rapid interception made it difficult
1144to scale up the cross-regional transmission.“ However, at the
1145same time, the proportion of internal infections increased
1146significantly; the input cases in the region were transferred
1147from multiple sources to single sources; and the number of
1148significant flows significantly increased. According to the
1149results, they commented that: “tracing and isolating the small
1150number of cases may become the new focus for prevention and
1151control.“

11527.2 Interviews with Domain Experts

1153The feedback collected is summarized with respect to two
1154aspects: visual design and simulation mechanism.
1155Visualization Design. All the experts appreciated the over-
1156all visualization design as “intuitive, practical, and easy to use,
1157considerably simplified the process of policy modeling and search”,
1158and stated that the in-depth analysis “strengthened the judg-
1159ment and understanding of how a policy works.” They also

Fig. 10. Spatial propagation features of a series of epidemic simulation
results under different control policies; all of these policies took effect
starting the first day of the simulation. For each result, the network view
visually expresses the spatial transmission condition on the map, and
the flow (i.e., the number of cross-region propagations) occupying over
50% of the total input of the target node, highlighted in yellow to deter-
mine the significant risk sources. The bottom right panel shows the distri-
bution of infection types for the top 50 infection severity regions. Each
bar denotes a region, and the lengths of the red and blue sub-bars repre-
sent the ratio of internal infections and external import-caused infections,
respectively.
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1160 provided some suggestions for improvement. EA com-
1161 mented that the view of the results “has only one indicator
1162 (the cumulative number of infections).” He recommended add-
1163 ing more comparative indicators, such as “the R0 curve over
1164 time, which is more instructive for professionals.” Moreover, the
1165 current UI does not allow a user-customized initial infection
1166 status (the number and corresponding locations of the ini-
1167 tial infections). EC advised adding such a function for appli-
1168 cability to wider scenarios in the future.
1169 Simulation Mechanism. EB praised the conciseness of the
1170 simulation mechanism and the fact that it is practical and
1171 can be widely applied to other fields such as traffic control.
1172 Apart from this, the restriction strategies are more diverse
1173 in reality, “How about restricting the specific type of trips?”.
1174 Adding such a function was recommend to assess the
1175 impact of different daily activities on the epidemic.

1176 8 DISCUSSION

1177 Lessons Learned. Here, the two lessons learned during the
1178 design process are presented. (a) Visualization-assisted in-
1179 depth analysis makes the conclusions more comprehensive
1180 and persuasive. At the beginning of the project, the epi-
1181 demic was urgent. The evaluation merely focused on
1182 observing and comparing the infection curves of the differ-
1183 ent strategies. Based on the curves, expertise, and experi-
1184 ence, the experts gained insights into policy-making.
1185 Subsequently, the reviewers and experts expressed their
1186 expectations for an in-depth analysis. The subsequent
1187 results visually confirmed their previous judgments and
1188 helped them discover additional valuable insights. Com-
1189 pared with the plain curve, the new visual evidence is easier
1190 to understand and more shareable, receiving positive feed-
1191 back from them. (b) The mainstream solutions for epidemic
1192 policy evaluation are still determined by manual modeling
1193 and static chart analysis, with much time spent on model
1194 design and coding. Similar to the reflections in [55], the
1195 common impression of the experts on visualization is still
1196 as a tool for information presentation or knowledge dissem-
1197 ination. Not only can we introduce our work within the VIS
1198 community, but we can also look for ways to increase the
1199 exposure of our work in the target audience.
1200 Implications. Our work integrates a range of the latest
1201 visualization techniques and easy-to-use interaction logic to
1202 simplify cumbersome policy modeling, setting, and analy-
1203 sis, thus improving efficiency. It could change the common
1204 impression of visualization as a tool for information display
1205 or knowledge dissemination. Meanwhile, quality architec-
1206 tural design makes our system highly extensible. User-cus-
1207 tomized and contributed simulation models and control
1208 strategies further enhance the applicability of the system.
1209 For evaluation, the users explored the effectiveness and sec-
1210 ondary impact of different policies and acquired insights,
1211 which are also helpful in the prevention and control of the
1212 pandemic in cities worldwide.
1213 Possible Directions and Challenges for future visual analyt-
1214 ics systems. To promote the design of future systems that
1215 feature epidemic simulation, additional interviews were
1216 conducted with experts to discuss how visualization can
1217 facilitate decision-making. EB maintains that the essence is
1218 “whether visualization can clearly and intuitively communicate

1219what users care about most, to promote understanding and
1220sharing.” For epidemic control, perceiving the current status
1221of the epidemic and determining the effectiveness and
1222impact of implementing different strategies are the primary
1223concerns of the decision-makers. A mechanism that can
1224quickly and conveniently synchronize the current outbreak
1225status is bound to enhance the applicability of the simulator,
1226but the complexity of the outbreak status presents new chal-
1227lenges. It is also beneficial to display relevant contextual
1228information (e.g., medical resources) when users need it.
1229EA further pointed out “policymakers will face new decision-
1230making scenarios and goals as the epidemic evolves, e.g., contain
1231the outbreaks/lift or introduce restrictions/zero the cases,“ that
1232visualization should continually adapt to. They appreciated
1233that the well-modularized architecture of EpiMob has great
1234potential for scaling to include these new scenarios. How-
1235ever, due to human resource constraints and the urgency of
1236the epidemic, collaboration with specialized development
1237teams may be necessary for rapid requirements iteration
1238and development. EC made further suggestions regarding
1239policy implementation, arguing that facilitating decision-
1240making can involve more than merely providing insights. It
1241can also mean following the implementation of the policy in
1242the real world to obtain real-time feedback, which will be
1243the future for digital governance.
1244Limitations and Future Work. (a) Visualization. The infor-
1245mation that EpiMob can provide and cover is limited, and
1246not all experts and officials need to make decisions. Integrat-
1247ing more context information, such as medical resource sta-
1248tus, will be helpful. (b) Simulation. Our method is highly
1249dependent on the quality of the trajectory data. If the trajec-
1250tory data are very biased and cannot reflect the movement
1251pattern of the city, the accuracy of the result may not be
1252guaranteed. Moreover, designing an enhanced model that
1253considers the scaling factor (mapping the limited trajecto-
1254ries to the real population) could make the model more
1255evaluation friendly. (c) Applicability. When the target area is
1256a cluster of dozens of cities, it is too complex to set the
1257parameters one by one. An automated parameter calibra-
1258tion mechanism or a machine learning method for parame-
1259ter migration may be required to enhance the applicability
1260of the system. In summary, the focus, in the future, will be
1261on enhancing our system in two aspects. For visualization,
1262this would involve integrating more context information,
1263adding more comparative indicators for expert users, and
1264continuing to explore new candidates for existing views.
1265For simulation, this would involve designing automated
1266parameters, taking the scaling factor into consideration
1267when designing the model and the infection status calibra-
1268tion mechanism to quickly adapt to different scenarios and
1269to develop and support more epidemic control policies.

12709 CONCLUSION

1271In this study, an interactive visual analytics system called
1272EpiMob was designed to effectively measure and evaluate
1273different human mobility restrictions for epidemic control.
1274EpiMob enables users to easily select one policy or a combi-
1275nation of policies as a simulation target with interactive
1276visual assistance. By employing advanced visualization
1277techniques, the simulation results can be confirmed,
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1278 compared, and deeply analyzed in a well-organized and
1279 user-friendly layout. The functionality and usability of our
1280 system were validated by conducting multiple case studies
1281 and interviews with domain experts. Even so, there are still
1282 some shortcomings, and we expect to address them in sub-
1283 sequent work.
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